5.6 Billion

The New Customer Journey

Google searches per day

to Finding Your Restaurant

228 Million
Searches per hour

Your New Customer Avatar
Develop Your Perfect Customer Avatar

The Search Begins to
Finding Your Restaurant

They have a problem: they’re hungry

A Google search is performed 1 of 2 ways

Age, gender, kids, where they live, work, car they drive,
social media they use, magazines they read, etc.

They Google the name of your restaurant

What They See

They Google ‘restaurants near me’

Your Local Google
Business Listing

3.8 Million

per minute

92.4% of your new customers
Your new customers ﬁnd your local Google business listing and visit your website
to get the relevant information they are searching for (hours, location, menu, etc.)

Google makes up

95.9%

46.8%

50.3%

of all Google searches are local

of ‘near me’ searches result in a
physical business location visit

of all trafﬁc on the internet

will look at least 4 of your reviews before trying your
restaurant on review sites such as Google,
Facebook, Yelp, TripAdvisor, Zomato, etc.

Google is the #1 review platform
in the world by over 57%

How Many Trust Reviews
88.6% of people

53.3% of customers

78.6%

trust online reviews as much as
a personal recommendation

expect businesses to respond to their
negative reviews within a week

say that seeing management respond to
online reviews makes them believe that
the local business cares more about them

82% of people

74.2%

97% of shoppers

wont choose a business
with less than 3 stars

say positive reviews make them
trust a local business more

who read online reviews from other people
also read responses from businesses

Where You Rank

Businesses that
answer their reviews are

3.5 times more likely
to make a sale

Reviews make up 26%
of how Google ranks your restaurant

71% of consumers
prefer to conduct queries by voice
instead of typing (watch this one)

Trafﬁc drops by 140%
when you move from page 1 to 2 on Google

67% of searchers
don’t go beyond the ﬁrst 5 rankings
of page 1 of a search

The top result on page 1 of Google receives about

32.5% of the overall trafﬁc

Self Test to See What
Your New Customers See
Test #1

Google the name of your restaurant

Test #2

Google “restaurants near me”
Visit us at

dfymarketingsystems.com
The information in this infographic is taken from 6 years of managing and answering reviews for our
clients. Hundreds of thousands of real reviews monitored, answered and marketed to get our
restaurant clients to the #1 spots on Google and their review sites to capture more new customers.

Answer these questions:
Where do you rank? Page 1?
Is the information correct about your restaurant?
What is your star rating?
How many review sites do you see? Which ones?
How do you rank on those review sites?
Do you answer your reviews?
What are they saying about your restaurant?
From the information you see, would it be enough
to convince you to try your restaurant?

